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Abstract
For various applications, the relations between the dependent and independent variables are highly
nonlinear. Consequently, for large scale complex problems, neural networks and regression trees are
commonly preferred over linear models such as Lasso. This work proposes learning the feature nonlinearities
by binning feature values and finding the best fit in each quantile using non-convex regularized linear
regression. The algorithm first captures the dependence between neighboring quantiles by enforcing
smoothness via piecewise-constant/linear approximation and then selects a sparse subset of good features.
We prove that the proposed algorithm is statistically and computationally efficient. In particular, it
achieves linear rate of convergence while requiring near-minimal number of samples. Evaluations on
synthetic and real datasets demonstrate that algorithm is competitive with current state-of-the-art and
accurately learns feature nonlinearities. Finally, we explore an interesting connection between the binning
stage of our algorithm and sparse Johnson-Lindenstrauss matrices.
1 Introduction
Recently, substantial progress has been made on the problem of high-dimensional sparse linear models [22]. In
particular, Lasso has been shown to be remarkably successful, and is statistically well-behaved and generates
interpretable solutions. However, in the presence of non-linearity (i.e., the relation between the covariates
and response is non-linear), boosted decision trees, deep learning models, and kernel methods are regarded
as the most effective models that deliver substantial performance boost over linear models; however, their
interpretability is limited. As a result, there is a significant gap between the statistical performance and the
interpretability, and it is often desirable to have computationally efficient algorithms that learn interpretable
models without sacrificing statistical guarantees. This raises a natural question that we aim to tackle: Is
there any algorithm which has similar statistical performance to complex models, while still retaining much of
the interpretability of Lasso?
In this paper, we answer the above question affirmatively and propose a novel way of learning the feature
non-linearities with provable statistical and computational guarantees. In particular, we focus on additive
models where, in case of least-squares loss, the relation between the response vector y ∈ Rn and the data
matrix X ∈ Rn×p is given by [11,25]:
yˆi = ∑
1≤j≤p fj(Xi,j). (1.1)
Here, for each j, {fj}1≤j≤p is the uni-variable feature gain function that we wish to learn. The broad idea
is based on binning the continuous feature values [15] and learning the correct gain of each quantile (see
Figure 1a). This strategy borrows ideas from high-dimensional estimation, feature discretization, and CART
analysis [6,9,17]. To achieve fast and accurate solutions, we propose a non-convex projected gradient descent
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algorithm that consists of two stages: First, to encourage smooth fj ’s and capture relationships between
neighboring feature quantiles, we employ non-convex piecewise-constant and piecewise-linear approximations.
Secondly, we apply iterative group hard-thresholding for sparse feature selection. The advantage of our
formulation is that it decouples smoothness and sparsity, which leads to a simple algorithm that can be
carried out with any sparse smoother and scales easily to high dimensions. Indeed, the proposed algorithm is
low-complexity and converges quickly. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the only greedy non-convex
algorithm with provable statistical and computational guarantees for learning sparse additive models [25].
Contributions. This work provides both algorithmic and theoretical contributions to high-dimensional
learning techniques. First, we develop the Non-Convex Regularized Binned Regression, which is significantly
more expressive than traditional linear models and can efficiently learn feature non-linearities. The resulting
algorithm is easier to understand and visualize, compared to regression trees and neural networks, as the
overall decision function is separable over features. The algorithm is based on sparse matrix multiplication
followed by fast projections; hence, runtime is competitive with iterative hard thresholding (IHT). Indeed, real
and synthetic experiments complement our theoretical results and demonstrate that the proposed algorithm
is competitive with gradient boosting. We provide computational and statistical guarantees on the rate of
convergence and on the statistical precision of the proposed algorithm. In particular, for a random design
data matrix X, the algorithm converges linearly to the optimal solution and requires near-optimal (minimal)
sample complexity.
On the theory side, we provide a novel result for the convergence of non-convex projected gradient
descent. To apply this result, we analyze the binned data matrix Xbin derived from X and study its restricted
eigenvalue conditions. Our analysis of this special random matrix is the key to fast convergence rates. We
also illustrate an interesting connection between Xbin and sparse Johnson-Lindenstrauss matrices [5,13] which
suggests improved dimensionality reduction techniques.
1.1 Related work
It is often desirable to ensure gain functions have good properties, such as smoothness. The combination of
sparse feature selection and smoothness is applied in additive models [17,24,25] as well as fused Lasso [27].
These works are based on convex optimization and use `1 and total variation penalizations for regularization
as well as splines [17] and smooth basis functions [25]. While there exists interesting statistical estimation
results for additive models, they don’t provide the deeper understanding we have for simpler linear models
such as Lasso. For instance, it is unclear how much data we need for guaranteed training, and what is the
convergence rate of iterative methods. Our algorithm is closely related to non-convex projections; in particular,
iterative hard thresholding. In this direction, several works [4,12] provide guaranteed convergence rates for
classical sparse estimation problem as well as low-rank regression. Finally, our framework is inherently related
to the decision/regression trees [6] where the trees can learn nonlinear decisions while allowing for feature
interactions (i.e. trees are multivariate functions unlike (1.1)). In fact, our algorithm with piecewise-constant
projections corresponds to training an additive regression tree model where each tree uses a single feature.
Notation. We adopt the following notation throughout the paper. We use bold face letters for matrices
and vectors. The transpose of a matrix A is denoted by A⊺. PC(⋅) is the projection operator on the setC and C − C is the Minkowski difference of set C. 1 denotes the all ones vectors of appropriate size and 1
denotes the indicator function. Given {bi}i≤p and pbin = ∑i bi, and a matrix A in Rn×pbin , Aj denotes the jth
submatrix of size n × bj so that A = [A1 A2 . . . Ap]. For a vector v ∈ Rpbin , vj ∈ Rbj is defined similarly. We
use nnz(⋅) to denote the number of nonzero entries of a vector or matrix. Finally, X∶,i and Xi,∶ denote the
ith column and row of a matrix, respectively.
2 Non-Convex Regularized Binned Regression
Consider a response vector y ∈ Rn and a data matrix X ∈ Rn×p. We are concerned with the problem of
modeling the dependent variable y as a linear combination of unknown functions of individual features. In
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Figure 1
particular, for least-squares loss, we are interested in learning an estimator of the form (1.1). This class of
estimators can be advantageous to linear models such as Lasso which assign a scalar weight to each feature j.
To learn fj ’s, we will focus on piecewise-constant or piecewise-linear approximations (see Figure 1b);
however, our arguments can also be extended more generally. We propose the Regularized Binned Re-
gression (RBR) algorithm which quickly learns these functions and demonstrate that RBR has provably
good statistical and computational properties. We begin our development by presenting the two building
blocks of the RBR algorithm: feature binning and linear estimation with decoupled sparsity and smoothness
regularizers utilizing a non-convex projected gradient descent algorithm.
Feature binning. In order to accurately estimate {fj}j≤p’s, we make use of the feature binning strategy.
The idea is to map the data matrix X ∈ Rn×p to a larger one-hot encoded data matrix Xbin ∈ Rn×pbin . Here
pbin/p corresponds to the average number of bins per feature. For each feature 1 ≤ j ≤ p, we split the real
line into bj disjoint intervals {Ij,k}k≤bj where Ij,1 is the left-most and Ij,bj is the right-most interval (see
Figure 1a). We then map Xi,j to the k’th standard basis vector ek ∈ Rbj iff Xi,j ∈ Ij,k. This mapping also
maps the jth feature column X∶,j to a matrix Xjbin of size n × bj . Our data-dependent binning strategies are
outlined in Definition 3.3. We obtain the binned data matrix Xbin by concatenating the binning matrices for
individual features as:
Xbin = [X1bin . . . Xpbin] ∈ Rn×pbin ,
where pbin = ∑i≤p bi. The new estimator for y can then take the form yˆ = Xbinβ where β ∈ Rpbin . This
estimator helps us learn distinct coefficients for individual bins Ij,k as we learn a bj dimensional vector βj
for feature j. The vector βj is essentially the discrete representation of the function fj .
Regularization with global sparsity and local smoothness. To quickly and provably learn β from
labels y and binned data matrix Xbin, we apply two regularizations on β which we call global and local
constraints respectively. Global constraint enforces sparse feature selection whereas local constraint enforces
smooth structure of individual feature vectors {βj}j≤p:
• Global constraint: Select only s features out of p, which implies β is sG-group sparse where group
sparsity is defined as ∥β∥G = ∑pi=1 1βi≠0
• Local constraints: Each subvector βj satisfies a smoothness constraint ∥βj∥L ≤ sL. In particular,
we enforce βj to be composed of sL piecewise-constant or piecewise-linear segments as illustrated in
Figure 1b. For instance, piecewise-constant smoothness of a vector a ∈ Rd is defined as ∥a∥L ∶= ∥a∥PC ∶=∑d−1i=1 1ai≠ai+1 .
Observe that columns of each submatrix Xibin adds up to the all ones vector; hence, columns of Xbin are
collinear. To work around this collinearity, we also enforce the condition 1⊺βj = 0.
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Input: Sparsity sG, local smoothness sL, loss function L, step size µ, iteration count τ .
Output: Parameter β
Initialization: β0 ← 0, t = 0.
while 1 ≤ t ≤ τ do
βt ← βt−1 − µ∇L(βt−1) (gradient descent)
for 1 ≤ i ≤ p do
βjt ← βjt − b−1j 11⊺βjt (local zero-mean)
βjt ← PL(βjt ) (sL local-smoothness with projection operator PL)
end
βt ← PG(βt) (sG global-sparsity with projection operator PG)
end
β ← βτ Algorithm 1: Non-Convex Regularized Binned Regression (RBR)
To minimize a loss function L(β) (which is often L(y,Xbinβ)) for labels vector y and binned data
matrix Xbin, we have the following optimization problem
min
β
L(β) subject to ∥β∥G ≤ sG, ∥βj∥L ≤ sL, 1⊺βj = 0 for 1 ≤ j ≤ p.
We propose Algorithm 1, which is a variant of projected gradient descent to solve the optimization problem.
The algorithm first takes a step in the direction of the gradient and then projects the updated solution
βt to the constraint set. Observe that when dealing with a regression problem, the gradient takes the
form ∇L(β) = X⊺bin(Xbinβ − y). The projection step can performed efficiently by performing piecewise
constant/linear approximation algorithms of [14].
Before moving to our theoretical contributions, we outline the advantages of proposed RBR algorithm.
• The proposed algorithm can learn inherent nonlinearities of features and is more expressive than linear
models such as Lasso.
• While Xbin is a larger matrix, it is sparse (in particular, nnz(Xbin) = nnz(X)), and gradient iterations
involve sparse matrix multiplication. Hence, the runtime is fast (see Section 3.2).
• The output is interpretable because the final prediction Xbinβ⋆ is separable in individual features as∑pi=1Xjbinβj⋆. Each feature can be visualized by plotting βj⋆.
• The algorithm is based on gradient descent, and can possibly be integrated with neural networks.
While there are technical challenges, one could replace the softmax layer of deep neural networks with
Algorithm 1. The additional expressivity might help with faster convergence or improved prediction
performance.
3 Main results
In this section, we answer fundamental questions about the statistical and computational properties of the
RBR algorithm. In particular, we aim to rigorously answer the following key questions:
• Under what conditions does the proposed RBR algorithm succeed?
• Does the design matrix Xbin generated by feature binning have desirable statistical properties for
high-dimensional learning problems?
Let us denote the overall constraint set (combination of global and local constraints) as C, defined as:
C = {β ∈ Rpbin ∣ ∥β∥G ≤ sG, ∥βj∥L ≤ sL, 1⊺βj = 0 1 ≤ j ≤ p} (3.1)
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We will analyze general non-convex projections PC(⋅) where the main property we use is that C is a closed
cone. We introduce restricted gradient correlation (RGC) for analyzing such projections.
Definition 3.1 (Restricted gradient correlation condition) Function L(⋅) obeys RGC over the set C
with parameters µR, εR > 0 if all vectors v ∈ C − C and x,y ∈ C satisfy
∣ ⟨v,x − y⟩ − µR ⟨v,∇L(x) −∇L(y)⟩ ∣ ≤ εR∥v∥`2∥x − y∥`2 .
We note that the RGC condition is closely related to the restricted smoothness and restricted strong convexity
conditions that find frequent use in high-dimensional problems [12,20]. For instance, RGC is implied by them
if ∇L(⋅) is a linear operator.
3.1 Convergence analysis and statistical guarantees
We now demonstrate that the loss function converges geometrically with restricted gradient correlation and
that one can achieve good statistical estimation with RBR. First, we state a general result on the convergence
of Algorithm 1 and then establish the conditions for the convergence of RBR. Our result is in a similar flavor
to [12]; however, [12] applies to general non-convex sets C to address (3.1) instead of only sparsity constraints.
We refer the reader to the supplementary material for the detailed proofs of all of our results.
Theorem 3.2 Suppose L(⋅) obeys restricted gradient correlation with parameters µR, εR over the set C and
let β⋆ = argminβ∈C L(β) be the unique minimizer. Starting from β0 = 0, run the iterations
βt+1 = PC(βt − µR∇L(βt))
for τ steps. When εR < 0.5, we have linear convergence to β⋆ as follows
∥βτ −β⋆∥`2 ≤ (2εR)τ∥β⋆∥`2 ,L(βτ) −L(β⋆) ≤ (2εR)2τ εR + 1
µR
∥β⋆∥2`2 + (2εR)τ∥β⋆∥`2∥∇L(β⋆)∥`2 .
Furthermore, for any β ∈ C that is estimated by minimizing L, we have
∥βτ −β∥`2 ≤ (2εR)τ∥β∥`2 + 2µR1 − 2εR ∥PC−C(−∇L(β))∥`2 .
We now demonstrate the implications of Theorem 3.2 on Algorithm 1. To do this, we need to understand the
properties of binned matrix Xbin, which depends on how the features are binned. We analyze two different
strategies for binning data matrix:
Definition 3.3 (Feature binning schemes) For each 1 ≤ j ≤ p, the nonzero entries over Xjbin are equal
to
√
bj/n. Furthermore,
• Regular Binning: Allocates equal number of samples (n/bj) to each bin for all features.
• Binomial Binning: For each feature j, the size of each bin follows a binomial distribution with
parameters (n, 1/bj); i.e., the sum of n independent Bernoulli’s with mean b−1j . The sole dependence of
bj bin size variables is that they add up to n.
Observe that for fixed {bj}j≤p, regular and binomial binning methods have similar bin sizes as n→∞ due to
law of large numbers. To state the main result on the performance of the algorithm, we require the following
assumptions on data matrix X.
Assumption 3.1 Entries of X are random variables with continuous distribution. Furthermore,
• Independent features: X has independent columns.
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• Independent identical samples: X has independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) rows.
These assumptions are sufficient to ensure that each row of Xbin is composed of randomly one-hot encoded
vectors: Each row is statistically identical to a vector a ∈ Rpbin where {aj}pj=1 are bj-dimensional independent
vectors and
√
n/bjaj is uniformly distributed over the standard basis. Furthermore, with the Binomial
Binning strategy, Xbin has i.i.d. rows, which is crucial for our analysis. Continuous distribution assumption
is used to ensure that feature values are distinct with probability 1 and there is no ambiguity during binning
stage.
By construction, for any β ∈ C, Xbin obeys E[Xbinβ] = 0 and E[∥Xbinβ∥2`2] = 1. We have the following
result for quadratic loss function L(β) = ∥y −Xbinβ∥2`2 when using Algorithm 1.
Theorem 3.4 Suppose max1≤j≤p bj is upper bounded by a constant and Assumption 3.1 holds. Create a
Binomial Binning matrix Xbin. Suppose we observe samples y ∈ Rn obeying
y =Xbinβtrue + z
for some planted vector βtrue ∈ Rpbin and noise z ∈ Rn. There exists constants c,C > 0 such that if
n > n0 ∶= csLsG log pbin (3.2)
with probability 1 − exp(−Cn), starting from β0 = 0, the iterations of Algorithm 1 with step size µ = 1 obey
∥βτ −βtrue∥`2 ≤ (n0n )τ/2 ∥βtrue∥`2 + η∥z∥`2 (3.3)
with η = √n0
n
. Under the same assumptions, if we employ a Regular Binning matrix Xbin, (3.3) holds for
η = 2, with probability 1 − exp(−Cn) − p−10bin as long as we additionally have n ≥ cs2Gmaxj≤p bj log pbin.
Proof We only provide a sketch of proof and defer the detailed proof to the appendix. The proof of first
claim consists of two steps. The first step involves properties of the Binomial Binning matrix Xbin when
X obeys Assumption 3.1. By construction Xbin have independent rows but dependent columns. Denote
its first row by b. Consider the subspace Szm = {v ∈ Rpbin ∣1⊺vi = 0 1 ≤ i ≤ p}. Our first major result shows
that for any v ∈ Szm, b⊺v is a zero-mean subgaussian random variable with unit variance. From the results
of [18, 23], restricted gradient correlation can be controlled if size of the constraint set C is small. We control
size in terms of Gaussian complexity [1, 7] which is defined as ω(C) = E[supv∈C,∥v∥`2≤1(g⊺v)2]. In particular,
ε2R ≲ O(ω(C)n ).
Our second crucial estimate is bounding the quantity ω(C) in terms of sparsity sG and smoothness sL.
We do this by proving the upper bound ω(C) ≤ csGsL log pbin.
The proof of our result on Regular Binning is based on approximating a Regular Binning matrix in terms
of a Binomial Binning matrix and is provided in the supplementary material.
Remarkably, for the Binomial Binning scheme, Theorem 3.4 is optimal in the sense that the number of
required samples n0 is proportional to the degrees of freedom sLsG (total number of discontinuities of βtrue)
up to logarithmic factors. Furthermore, the error bounds provided in (3.3) is consistent with state-of-the-art
results such as [12,20,23].
For the more practical Regular Binning scheme, we have similar but weaker results. This is due to the
fact that, binning matrix Xbin has more structure (e.g. dependent rows) and is more challenging to analyze.
In particular, the number of selected features sG can scale as O(√n) instead of O(n).
We should add the following remarks for better interpretation of Theorem 3.4:
• Theorem 3.4 can be generalized to account for distinct smoothness levels {sL,j}j≤p. In (3.2), we simply
replace sLsG with the sum of top sG elements of {sL,j}j≤p (see appendix).
• It should be remarked that, our analysis also addresses one-hot encoded categorical (discrete) features.
We can simply set bj to be the number of distinct feature values and let sL,j = bj .
• The identical result applies to other types of smoothness such as piecewise-linear approximation where
sL is the number of non-differentiable points instead of discontinuities.
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3.2 Runtime analysis
As stated in Theorem 3.4, the proposed RBR algorithm converges linearly and requires log(1/ε) iterations to
achieve ε accuracy. Here, we study the computational complexity of RBR and demonstrate that it enjoys
desirable properties. To find the overall runtime, we focus our analysis on the running time of each step
βt+1 ← βt −L(y,Xbinβt). For most applications such as classification with logistic loss and regression with
squared loss, which are special cases of generalized linear models (GLM) [16], the gradient has the following
form ∇L(y,Xbinβ) =X⊺bin(g(Xbinβ) − y)
where g(⋅) is the so-called mean function. For least-squares g(⋅) is the identity and for logistic regression,
g(a) = exp(a)/(1 + exp(a)). In both cases, g can be calculated in O(1) time. Hence, the gradient step takesO(nnz(Xbin)) = O(nnz(X)) ≤ O(np). The second step is the projection which involves:
• Local zero-mean: O(pbin = ∑i bi) complexity,
• Local smoothness: For feature j, an O(bj log bj) algorithm exists for good piecewise-constant ap-
proximation [14]. Hence the total runtime is O(pbin logmaxj bj).
• Global sparsity: Requires thresholding vectors βj by their `2 norms and returning the top sG entries.
Consequently, it has O(pbin + p log p) time complexity.
Overall, each iteration takes O(pbin log pbin+np) time. As long asmaxj bj log pbin < O(n), the dominating term
has the same complexity as doing the matrix-vector product Xβ, which is needed for the gradient iteration of
ordinary linear regression. The total time it takes to reach an ε accurate solution isO(log ε−1(np+pbin log pbin))
as long as the RGC is satisfied.
4 Numerical results
This section is dedicated to numerical experiments involving our algorithm. We compare the numerical
performance of the following algorithms:
• Regularized Binned Regression (RBR) (Algorithm 1),
• Iterative hard-thresholding (IHT) [4],
• Gradient boosted regression trees (GBRT) (XGBoost implementation [8])
For all of our experiments, we use sL = 8 segments per feature and bj = 40 bins. For XGBoost, we use 10
trees with maximum tree depth of 6. Also for all classification tasks, the training phase uses 80% of the data.
4.1 Results on synthetic data
In order to test the performance of RBR, we first consider a synthetic dataset where we engineer a planted
model for the feature non-linearities (1.1). We generate X as a Gaussian data matrix with independent
standard normal entries. In (1.1), we pick planted functions of the form
fi(x) = αi,1∣x∣αi,2 + αi,3 sin(αi,4x + αi,5)
where αi,j ’s are independent random variables either uniformly distributed (j ∈ [2, 5]) or Gaussian distributed
(j ∈ [1,3,4]) for sG out of p features. We set n = 2000, p = 100, pbin = 40p = 4000, and plant sG = 10 nonzero
features. We first test the ability to learn feature non-linearities. For a random problem instance, Figure 2a
overlays the learned parameter βi with non-linear function fi for nonzero fi’s. Here, the horizontal axis is the
sorted feature indices, where every 50 values corresponds to a new bin. We observe that βi indeed learns the
non-linear function fi to a good extent. In Figure 2b, we contrast the feature selection performance of IHT
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Figure 3
and RBR where both know the true sparsity level sG/p = 0.1. As a performance metric, we use the fraction of
correctly identified nonzero features. Over 20 random problem instances, we average this metric for IHT and
RBR and plot the values for n = 200 to 2000. As the amount of data increases, both methods show improved
performance, but RBR is generally better, and identifies 8 out of 10 features correctly on average for n ≥ 1400.
Finally, in Figure 2c, we use the same setup as Figure 2a but convert labels to {0,1} by thresholding at
the median value. We train a classifier via logistic regression and compare RBR Piecewise-Constant, RBR-
Piecewise-Linear, IHT and XGBoost over test set. IHT and RBR use the planted sparsity level sG/p = 0.1.
The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve is plotted in Figure 2c. We can see that RBR-PC and
RBR-PL substantially outperform the competing algorithms.
4.2 Results on real datasets
We now compare the performance of RBR with IHT and XGBoost on two real datasets. The first dataset
is a Human Resources Analytics dataset from Kaggle where the goal is predicting if an employee left the
company [3]. This dataset has three continuous and six categorical features and n = 15000 samples. The
second dataset is the Adult dataset on UCI Machine Learning repository. It is based on 1994 Census database,
and the goal is to predict if income exceeds $50K per year [2]. There are five continuous and nine categorical
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features and n = 32560 samples. For both datasets, we encode categorical features as one-hot vectors; hence
IHT and RBR treats these identically. Hyperparameters are tuned via line search and we found p = sG
performs best as p≪ n. The resulting ROC curves are plotted in Figures 3a and 3b. For both cases, RBR
is only slightly worse than XGBoost and noticeably better than IHT. These experiments demonstrate that
RBR returns fast and interpretable results (e.g. Figure 2a) with minimal accuracy cost.
5 Connection to sparse embedding matrices
An interesting property of our algorithm is the fact that the binned matrix Xbin can be very sparse as we
have nnz(Xbin) = nnz(X). Let us pause and assume b = bi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ p. When Assumption 3.1 holds, Xbin
is a random matrix where each entry is nonzero with probability b−1. Surprisingly, similar matrices are being
used for dimensionality reduction purposes, namely the Johnson-Lindenstrauss transform where the goal is
embedding points to a low-dimensional space while preserving the distances.
In particular, let S ∈ Rn×pbin be a matrix where i) Each column contains exactly s nonzeros which are±1/√s, ii) Locations and signs of nonzeros are chosen uniformly at random. Then, the linear mapping x→ Sx
is known to preserve distances with high probability [21] while allowing n ≪ pbin. We have the following
result that connects random binned data matrix to sparse JL transform which also suggests improved sparse
dimensionality reduction schemes.
Theorem 5.1 Let S be a sparse JL matrix described above with s nonzero entries per column. Let Xbin be a
random Regular Binning matrix (i.e. Assumption 3.1 holds) with bin size b = n/s so that nnz(Xbin) = nnz(S).
Flip signs of the nonzero entries of Xbin at random (each is ±1/√s with probability 1/2). Then, for any
unit-length vector v ∈ Rpbin , we have that
E[(∥Sv∥2`2 − 1)2] ≥ E[(∥Xbinv∥2`2 − 1)2].
where the inequality is strict if nnz(vj) > 1 for some 1 ≤ j ≤ p.
In words, Theorem 5.1 shows that the variance of the “distance deviation” random variable resulting from
Xbin is lower compared to S; hence Xbin is a good candidate for JL transform for the same number of
nonzeros. This result is rather intuitive since Xbin guarantees orthonormality of columns for each submatrix
Xjbin, unlike S.
6 Conclusions
In this work, we proposed and analyzed Non-Convex Regularized Binned Regression to learn feature
non-linearities via projected gradient descent. The proposed algorithm is computationally efficient, is more
expressive than lasso, and has interpretable output. We empirically demonstrated that the proposed algorithm
generally outperforms linear models such as iterative hard thresholding and is competitive with gradient
boosted trees (e.g. XGBoost). As fundamental contributions, we provide statistical and computational
guarantees for the RBR algorithm by introducing novel fast-convergence conditions for non-convex projections
and by analyzing properties of the binned data matrix under random data assumption. We believe our work
can be extended in several interesting directions:● Prediction layer of neural networks: It would be interesting to apply the feature binning idea at
the output layer of deep neural networks. While the backpropagation would be more challenging to implement,
our strategy might increase the expressive power of softmax layer and may improve accuracy as well the rate
of convergence.● Sparse embedding matrices: In Section 5, we demonstrated that the random binned data matrix is
a good candidate for the sparse JL transform. This needs further theoretical understanding as well as
verification in practical problems.
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A Projection onto the constraint set
In this section, we show that RBR Algorithm 1 projects β onto the constraint set (3.1) (see Theorem A.1).
The parameter β we are estimating has two structures.
• Global: β is group-sparse, because we wish to select a small subset of features. Only sG out of p βj ’s
are nonzero.
• Local: Feature nonlinearities are represented by subvectors βj which are modeled as piecewise constant
or piecewise linear. These correspond to sparsity in difference domain βji+1 − βji , derivative-difference
domain or frequency domain.
At each projected gradient descent iteration, we wish to perform a projection on this constraint space which
we call C as a whole. Let PC(⋅) denote the overall projection. We further define the following projections:
• PG: Projects β onto global group-sparsity constraint.
• PL: Projects individual βj onto local-smoothness constraints (i.e. sL piecewise-constant or piecewise-
linear).
• Pzm: Projects individual βj onto zero-mean constraints.
We have the following theorem regarding PC .
Theorem A.1 Given a vector x ∈ Rpbin , the projection on C can be decomposed as
PC(x) = PG(PL(Pzm(x)))
Proof By definition, PC(x) is the point closest to x lying in the constraint set. By definition p = PC(x) is a
vector where subvectors pi are zero-mean and satisfy local smoothness and global sparsity. The proof is in
two stages. First, let PL,zm be the projection operator to the set of smooth and zero-mean vectors. We show
that
PC(x) = PG(PL,zm(x)) (A.1)
The proof of this result is as follows. Suppose p = PC(x) is the actual projection and let pL = PL,zm(x).
This implies that for nonzero blocks pj = pjL = PL,zm(xj) for all j ≤ p. Otherwise, replacing pj with pjL
would result in a strictly shorter distance to x. Consequently, p is obtained by selecting sG out of p blocks of{pjL}j≤p. Next, observe that we have the identity∥xj∥2`2 = ∥pj∥2`2 + ∥xj − pj∥2`2 .
This follows from the fact that pj is obtained by projecting xj onto a closed cone (in our case, cone of
zero-mean, piecewise-constant/linear vectors). Consequently
∥x − p∥2`2 =∑
i≤p ∥xj − pj∥2`2 = ∥x∥2`2 − ∥p∥2`2 .
By definition p minimizes the distance to x which is same as maximizing ∥p∥`2 . Subject to the constraint p
has sG nonzero blocks, ∥p∥`2 is maximized by picking the largest sG blocks of pL which concludes (A.1).
As the next step, we decompose local projection and prove that p = PL,zm(x) = PL(Pzm(x)). Proof of
this is provided in Lemma A.2.
Lemma A.2 Let PL,zm be the projection operator to sL piecewise-constant/linear vectors with 0 mean. ThenPL,zm(x) = PL(x −mean(x)) = PL(Pzm(x))
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Proof Let p = PL,zm(x) and pzm = Pzm(x). p is the closest zero-mean point to x satisfying the local
constraints. We need to show that p = PL(pzm). To see this, we first show p = PL,zm(pzm) as follows.∥x − p∥2`2 can be decomposed as∥x − p∥2`2 = ∥x −mean(x) ⋅ 1 − p∥2`2 + ∥mean(x) ⋅ 1∥2`2 + 2 ⟨mean(x) ⋅ 1,x −mean(x) ⋅ 1 − p⟩ .
On the right hand side, the last term is equal to zero, the center term is constant hence p attempts to
minimize the first term which is the distance dist(x−mean(x),p) = dist(pzm,p). Since projection minimizes
the distance, p = PL,zm(pzm).
Define pL = PL(pzm). To conclude, we need to show pL = p = PL,zm(pzm) which is the case if
mean(pL) = 0. Now, observe that∥pzm − pL∥2`2 =∥pzm − (pL −mean(pL) ⋅ 1)∥2`2 + ∥mean(pL) ⋅ 1∥2`2 (A.2)− 2 ⟨mean(pL) ⋅ 1,pzm − (pL −mean(pL) ⋅ 1)⟩ (A.3)
On the right hand side, the last term (A.3) is equal to 0. The first term satisfies
∥pzm − (pL −mean(pL) ⋅ 1)∥2`2 ≥ ∥pzm −PL,zm(pzm)∥2`2 ≥ ∥pzm − pL∥2`2 .
Subtracting ∥pzm − pL∥2`2 from each side, we find ∥mean(pL) ⋅ 1∥2`2 = 0 Ô⇒ mean(pL) = 0. This concludes
the proof.
B Proof of Theorem 3.2
We first provide miscellaneous results on the restricted gradient correlation condition. Let us define restricted
smoothness and strong convexity.
Definition B.1 L satisfies restricted smoothness and strong convexity over set S with parameters L,κ if for
all x,y ∈ S
L∥x − y∥2`2 ≥ ⟨x − y,∇L(x) −∇L(y)⟩ ≥ κ∥x − y∥2`2 .
Lemma B.2 (RSC implies RGC for linear models) Suppose x → ∇L(x) is a linear operator. Then,
if L satisfies restricted strong smoothness/convexity with L,κ, over the set (C − C)+ (C − C), then it also obeys
restricted gradient correlation with µR = 2L+κ , εR = 3L−κL+κ .
Proof We will show that RSC conditions imply Definition 3.1. Recall that, for any z,v ∈ (C − C) + (C − C),
we have that
L∥z − v∥2`2 ≥ ⟨v − z,∇L(v) −∇L(z)⟩ ≥ κ∥z − v∥2`2
Due to linearity of ∇L(), we have ∇L(v) −∇L(z) =M(v − z) for some M . With this, given x,y,v we can
fix z = x − y and apply RSC on z,v. Since RGC is scale invariant, we can assume ∥z∥`2 = ∥v∥`2 .
L∥z∥2`2 ≥ ⟨z,Mz⟩ ≥ κ∥z∥2`2 (B.1)
L∥v∥2`2 ≥ ⟨v,Mv⟩ ≥ κ∥v∥2`2 (B.2)
L∥z + v∥2`2 ≥ ⟨(z + v),M(z + v)⟩ ≥ κ∥z + v∥2`2 . (B.3)
Subtracting the first two lines from the last one, we obtain
LzTv + L − κ
2
(∥z∥2`2 + ∥v∥2`2) ≥ ⟨v,Mz⟩ ≥ κzTv − L − κ2 (∥z∥2`2 + ∥v∥2`2).
Centering around 0
L − κ
2
(∥z∥2`2 + ∥v∥2`2 + zTv) ≥ ⟨v,Mz⟩ − L + κ2 zTv ≥ −L − κ2 (∥z∥2`2 + ∥v∥2`2 + zTv).
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Taking absolute value and normalizing by 2/(L + κ)
3∥v∥`2∥x∥`2 L − κL + κ ≥ L − κL + κ(zTv + ∥z∥2`2 + ∥v∥2`2) ≥ ∣ 2L + κ ⟨v,Mz⟩ − vTz∣.
Observing ⟨v,Mz⟩ = ⟨v,∇L(z) −∇L(y)⟩ and taking the absolute values, we obtain the result.
Lemma B.3 (RGC implies RSC) Suppose RGC condition of Definition 3.1 holds. Then, RSC condition
outlined in Definition B.1 holds with set C − C and parameters L = (1 + εR)/µR, κ = (1 − εR)/µR.
Proof Given v,x,y described in Definition 3.1, setting v = x − y, we have
∣∥x − y∥2`2 − µR ⟨x − y,∇L(x) −∇L(y)⟩ ∣ ≤ εR∥x − y∥2`2 .
This implies 1+εR
µR
∥x − y∥2`2 ≥ ⟨x − y,∇L(x) −∇L(y)⟩ ≥ 1−εRµR ∥x − y∥2`2 .
The following is a standard result on the properties of subgaussian matrices. This result is useful for the
proof of Theorem 3.4 to show that binned matrix satisfies RSC/RGC conditions.
Proposition B.4 (Subgaussian RSC [19,23]) Suppose X ∈ Rn×pbin is a matrix with independent sub-
gaussian rows with bounded subgaussian norm (by a constant) and each row has identity covariance. Given a
cone C ∈ Rpbin and ε > 0, there exists constants c = c,C so that if n > cε−2ω(C) for all unit length v,w ∈ C,
with probability 1 − exp(−Cn), X obeys
∣n−1vTXTXw − vTw∣ ≤ ε.
B.1 Proof of Theorem 3.2
Proof Our proof strategy borrows ideas from [23]. We first show that βt −β⋆ converges to zero. Observe
that C − {v} is the set of feasible directions at v namely {u∣u+ v ∈ C}. Let cone(S) = Cl({αs ∣ α ≥ 0, s ∈ S})
i.e. the closure of cone of S. Define tangent cone to be TC,v = cone(C − {v}). PGD iterations for βt+1 obey
∥βt+1 −β⋆∥`2 = ∥PC(βt − µR∇L(βt)) −β⋆∥`2 (B.4)= ∥PC−{β⋆}(βt −β⋆ − µR∇L(βt))∥`2 (B.5)≤ 2∥PTC,β⋆ (βt −β⋆ − µR∇L(βt))∥`2 (B.6)= 2 sup
w∈TC,β⋆ ,∥w∥`2≤1 ⟨w,βt −β⋆ − µR∇L(βt)⟩ (B.7)= 2 sup
w∈TC,β⋆ ,∥w∥`2≤1 ⟨w,βt −β⋆ − µR(∇L(βt) −∇L(β⋆)) − µR∇L(β⋆)⟩ (B.8)≤ 2 sup
w∈TC,β⋆ ,∥w∥`2≤1 ⟨w,βt −β⋆ − µR(∇L(βt) −∇L(β⋆))⟩ (B.9)+ 2µR sup
w∈TC,β⋆ ,∥w∥`2≤1 ⟨w,−∇L(β⋆)⟩ . (B.10)
(B.6) follows from Lemma 6.4 of [23]. In the final line, optimality conditions (KKT) imply that
inf
w∈TC,β⋆ ,∥w∥`2≤1 ⟨w,∇L(β⋆)⟩ ≥ 0
hence (B.10) is non-positive. Using the fact that w ∈ TC,β⋆ ⊂ C − C, the restricted gradient correlation bounds
the first term (B.9) as
sup
w∈TC,β⋆ ,∥w∥`2≤1 ⟨w,βt −β⋆ − µR(∇L(βt) −∇L(β⋆))⟩ ≤ εR∥βt −β⋆∥`2 .
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Combining, we obtain ∥βt+1 −β⋆∥`2 ≤ 2εR∥βt −β⋆∥`2 which gives the linear convergence∥βt −β⋆∥`2 ≤ (2εR)t∥β⋆∥`2
To achieve the convergence of loss function, observe that
εR + 1
µR
∥βt −β⋆∥2`2+ ⟨βt −β⋆,∇L(β⋆)⟩ (B.11)≥ ⟨βt −β⋆,∇L(βt) −∇L(β⋆)⟩ + ⟨βt −β⋆,∇L(β⋆)⟩ ≥ L(βt) −L(β⋆).
On the left hand side, we upper bound ⟨βt −β⋆,∇L(β⋆)⟩ ≤ ∥βt −β⋆∥`2∥∇L(β⋆)∥`2 to conclude.
The second statement follows an identical argument.∥βt+1 −βtrue∥`2 = ∥PC(βt − µR∇L(βt)) −βtrue∥`2 (B.12)= ∥PC−{βtrue}(βt −βtrue − µR∇L(βt))∥`2 (B.13)≤ 2∥PTC,βtrue (βt −βtrue − µR∇L(βt))∥`2 (B.14)= 2 sup
w∈TC,βtrue ,∥w∥`2≤1 ⟨w,βt −βtrue − µR∇L(βt)⟩ (B.15)= 2 sup
w∈TC,βtrue ,∥w∥`2≤1 ⟨w,βt −βtrue − µR(∇L(βt) −∇L(βtrue)) − µR∇L(βtrue)⟩≤ 2 sup
w∈TC,βtrue ,∥w∥`2≤1 ⟨w,βt −βtrue − µR(∇L(βt) −∇L(βtrue))⟩ (B.16)+ 2µR sup
w∈TC,βtrue ,∥w∥`2≤1 ⟨w,−∇L(βtrue)⟩ (B.17)≤ 2εR∥βt −βtrue∥`2 + 2µR∥PC−C(−∇L(βtrue))∥`2 . (B.18)
The recursion in the last line implies
∥βt −βtrue∥`2 ≤ (2εR)t∥βtrue∥`2 + 2µR1 − 2εR ∥PC−C(−∇L(βtrue))∥`2
which is the advertised bound.
C Proof of Theorem 3.4
Proof The proof follows by combining the main results of Sections D and E. The main ingredient is Theorem
3.2. First, we show Binomial Binning matrix obeys restricted gradient correlation with n > n0 samples. To
show this, first observe that Proposition B.4 is applicable since Theorems E.2 and E.3 proves that Xbin is
a subgaussian matrix. Then, we combine Theorem (D.2) and Proposition B.4 to deduce that under given
conditions (i.e. n > n0) for all ∥x∥`2 = 1,x ∈ C − C,
1 + ε ≥ ∥Xbinx∥`2 ≥ 1 − ε
as long as n > cε2ω(C − C). Observe that C − C is a subset of the 2sG group sparse vectors which are 2sL
locally smooth hence ω(C − C) ≤ n0 = csG(sL logmaxj bj + log p) ≤ csGsL log pbin.
Next, note that ∇L(x) −∇L(y) =XTbinXbin(x − y) which means(1 + ε)2 ≥ ⟨x − y,∇L(x) −∇L(y)⟩ = ∥Xbin(x − y)∥2`2 ≥ (1 − ε)2.
Now, using Lemma B.2, we immediately find that RGC condition is satisfied with µR = 1 and εR grows as√
n0/n. This yields the linear convergence bound. To obtain the statistical precision term, we note that−∇L(βtrue) =XTbinz hence applying Theorem 3.2 the error term isPC−C(XTbinz) = sup∥v∥`2≤1,v∈C−C vT (XTbinz).
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XTbinz∥z∥`2 is a subgaussian vector hence classical generic chaining bounds [26] imply that “subgaussian width” is
upper bounded by a constant of Gaussian width i.e.
sup∥v∥`2≤1,v∈C−C v
T (XTbinz) ≤ cω(C − C)1/2∥z∥`2 .
These finishes the proof of the first statement.
The second statement is based on the idea of approximating Regular Binning with Binomial Binning.
This is outlined in Theorem E.5. In particular, as long as
sG ≤ c√n/(max
j
bj log pbin)
for sufficiently small c > 0, the restricted gradient correlation holds with sufficiently small εR with µR = 1
hence, we have linear convergence.
For the error bound, we use the weaker estimate
PC−C(XTbinz) ≤ sup∥v∥`2≤1,v∈C−C vTXTbinz ≤ ∥z∥`2 sup∥v∥`2≤1,v∈C−C ∥Xbinv∥`2 ≤ ∥z∥`2(1 + ε)
due to lack of subgaussianity.
D Proof of Theorem 3.4 - Sample complexity analysis
As discussed in the proof sketch of Theorem 3.4, a crucial estimate is the Gaussian complexity of the constraint
set C. First, we provide a rigorous definition of Gaussian complexity.
Definition D.1 (Gaussian complexity) Given a closed cone C ∈ Rd and a standard normal vector g ∈ Rd,
Gaussian complexity of C is defined as
ω(C) = E[∥PC(g)∥2`2] = E[ sup
v∈C,∥v∥`2≤1(vTg)2]
Given a finite set of scalars {ai}i≥1, let sumtopk({ai}i≥1) return the sum of top k elements. The theorem
below, summarizes our result on Gaussian complexity of the constraint set C described in (3.1).
Theorem D.2 Relax the definition of C in (3.1) by allowing distinct local smoothness values {sL,j}j≤p. Then,
for some absolute constant c > 0, ω(C) obeys
ω(C) ≤ c × sumtopsG({sL,j log bj + log p}1≤j≤p).
Proof The proof is achieved by combining Theorem D.3 and Theorem D.4. Denoting the local constraint
sets by Sj , Theorem D.3 shows
ω(C) ≤ (√sumtopsG{ω(Sj)}j≤p + c√sG log p)2 ≤ 2sumtopsG{ω(Sj)}j≤p + 2csG log p. (D.1)≤ 2sumtopsG{ω(Sj) + c log p}j≤p (D.2)
Next, Theorem D.4 bounds ω(Sj) ≤ c2sL,j log bj which results in the desired bound.
Theorem D.3 (Sparse feature selection with local smoothness) Let g ∈ N (0, Ipbin). Let C ⊂ Rpbin be
the set of sG group sparse vectors v where each subvector vj lies in a cone Sj which stands for the smoothness
constraint. For some constant c > 0, we have that
ω(C) ≤ (√sumtopsG{ω(Sj)}j≤p + c√sG log p)2.
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Proof Suppose v ∈ C obeying ∥v∥`2 ≤ 1 and g is a standard normal vector. We have that
vTg =∑
j≤p ⟨vj ,gj⟩ ≤ ∑j≤p,vj≠0 ∥PSj(gj)∥`2∥vj∥`2 (D.3)≤ √ ∑
j≤p,vj≠0 ∥PSj(gj)∥2`2
√∑
j
∥vj∥2`2 (D.4)
≤ √sumtopsG(∥PSj(gj)∥2`2) (D.5)
where the second line follows from Cauchy-Schwarz and the last line follows from the fact that ∥v∥`2 ≤ 1.
Using the fact that projection is a 1-Lipschitz function (Lemma D.6), and applying Gaussian concentration
of Lipschitz functions, for any Sj , we have that
Pr(∥PSj(gj)∥`2 ≥ √ω(Sj) + 2τ) ≤ exp(−τ2).
Applying a union bound over p instances and setting τ → τ +√log p we obtain that
Pr(max
j≤p (∥PSj(gj)∥`2 −√ω(Sj)) ≥ τ) ≤ exp(−τ2).
Define q = sumtopsG({ω(Sj)}j≤p) and l = sumtopsG({√ω(Sj)}j≤p) ≤ √sGq. Substituting into (D.5), with
the same exp(−τ2) probability
sup
v∈C (vTg)2 ≤ sumtopsG({(√ω(Sj) + 2(τ +√log p))2}j≤p) (D.6)≤ q + 4l(τ +√log p) + sG4(τ +√log p)2 (D.7)≤ q + 4√sGq(τ +√log p) + sG4(τ +√log p)2 (D.8)≤ (√q + 2√sG(√log p + τ))2 (D.9)
This implies that the left hand-side is a random variable with a exponential tail bound. The expectation of
such a random variable can be upper bounded by a standard integration-by-parts trick to yield
E[sup
v∈C (vTg)2] ≤ √q + c√sG log p
for some constant c > 0 (assuming p > 2).
Theorem D.4 Let S ⊂ Rb be the set of sL piecewise-constant (or piecewise-linear functions). For some
constant c > 0, we have that
ω(S) ≤ csL log b.
Proof We will prove the result for piecewise-constant functions. Piecewise-linear proof follows similarly as
discussed below. First we show the following result.
Lemma D.5 Given a standard normal vector g ∈ Rb, with probability 1 − exp(−τ2/2) the following holds.
Consider the set of segments I starting at entry is and ending at entry ie. We have that
E[sup
si,ei
1TgI√∣I ∣ ] ≤ c√log b (D.10)
Proof For a given segment I, 1TgI has distribution N (0, ∣I ∣). Hence, it satisfies
P(∣1TgI ∣ ≥ √∣I ∣τ) ≤ exp(−τ2/2).
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There are b2 different start/end point pairs. By using τ → τ + c√log b and applying a union bound, we obtain
that for all segments, ∣1TgI ∣ ≥ √∣I ∣c(τ +√log b) holds. Alternately, we can write
sup
si,ei
1TgI√∣I ∣ ≤ c(τ +√log b).
Applying a standard integration-by-parts obtains the result (D.10).
Define f(g) = supsi,ei 1T gI√∣I∣ . Now, suppose x ∈ S is an sL piecewise constant vector with unit `2 norm.
Suppose x has segments {[si, ei]}sLi=1. Also denote Ii = [si, ei] so that xIi =mean(xIi) ⋅ 1. We can write
xTg = ∑
i≤sL x
TIigIi = (mean(xIi) ⋅ 1)TgIi ≤ ∑
i≤sL ∣mean(xIi)∣√∣I ∣f(g).
Now, observe that ∑
j≤sL ∣mean(xIi)∣√∣I ∣f(g) = ∑j≤sL ∥xIi∥`2f(g) ≤ √sLf(g).
Hence (xTg)2 ≤ sLf(g)2 ≤ c2sL log b where we applied (D.10).
Piecewise linear functions are represented as ax + b where b is the constant term’s and a is the linear
term’s coefficient. For the proof, we simply obtain a variation of Lemma D.5 where the constant term vector 1
is replaced by the linear term vector with entries vlin = [−(b−1)/2,−(b−3)/2, . . . , (b−1)/2]. vlin is orthogonal
to the 1 vector and together they characterize the linear approximation of gI .
Lemma D.6 (Lipschitz constant of supremum) Suppose S is a subset of the unit `2 ball. The function
f(g) = supv∈S gTv is a 1-Lipschitz function of g.
Proof Given g1,g2 let us investigate f(g1)− f(g2). Let x1,x2 ∈ S be the maximizing vectors. We have that
f(g1) − f(g2) ≤ xT1 g1 −xT2 g2 ≤ xT1 (g1 − g2) ≤ ∥g1 − g2∥`2∥x1∥`2 .
Observe ∥x1∥`2 ≤ 1 to conclude.
E Proof of Theorem 3.4 - Properties of random binned data matri-
ces
In this section we prove useful properties of the binned data matrix matrix when X obeys Assumption 3.1
and when binning strategies follow Definition 3.3.
E.1 Analysis of random encoding vector
Definition E.1 (Random encoding vector) a ∈ Rpbin is called a random encoding vector if {aj}pj=1 are
bj dimensional independent vectors and aj/√bj is uniformly distributed over the standard basis.
Theorem E.2 Let a be a random feature encoding as described in Definition E.1. Then, over the subspace
Szm = {v ∈ Rpbin ∣ 1Tvj = 0, 1 ≤ j ≤ p}, a is a zero-mean vector with identity covariance and subgaussian
norm bounded by O(max1≤j≤p√bj).
Proof First, we argue that each subvector aj is a zero-mean subgaussian vector for each j over the space
1Tvj = 0. Observe that E[aj] = b−1j 1. This implies that E[a] is in the span of 1 and a −P1(a) is zero-mean.
Next, we obtain the correlation matrix of a as
E[ajajT ] − E[aj]E[aj]T = b−1j I − b−2j 11T
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which is the identity matrix scaled by b−1j over the complementary space of 1. Hence, aj −P1(aj) has identity
covariance over the space {vj ∣ 1Tvj = 0}. Next, given unit length x, we study the subgaussianity of ⟨x,aj⟩
as follows
E[∣ ⟨x,aj⟩ ∣n] = b−1j E[∣∑
i
xni ∣] ≤ b−1j .
Following the definitions in [28], this implies that the subgaussian norm of xTaj is bounded by a constant
which implies that subgaussian norm of aj is at most O(√bj) after scaling. Next, for the concatenated
vector, we have that
xTa = ∑
1≤j≤pxj
T
aj .
This implies that xTa is sum of independent random variables and the jth random variable xjTaj is
zero-mean subgaussian with subgaussian norm proportional to
√
bj∥xi∥`2 . Applying results of [28], this
implies that for unit length x, xTa is subgaussian with norm proportional to
√∑j bj∥xi∥2`2 ≤maxj √bj . This
is the very definition of subgaussian norm of a random vector.
E.2 Binomial Binning matrices have independent rows
Theorem E.3 Suppose X obeys Assumption 3.1 and Xbin is generated by binning X according to Binomial
Binning strategy. Then, Xbin has independent columns each of which are random encoding vectors scaled by√
n.
Proof Suppose Xbin is generated according to Binomial Binning scheme. First observe that feature columns
Xjbin are independent of each other. The reason is that X has independent columns and different features are
binned independently. What remains to show is that Xjbin has independent rows. To show this, we will argue
that the nonzero pattern of Xjbin is statistically identical to a matrix B with independent rows where each
row is standard basis element chosen uniformly at random.
Let us understand the properties of B. Each entry of B is a Bernoulli b−1j trial, in particular independent
rows imply that number of nonzeros in each column is a Binomial (n, b−1j ) variable. Viewing each column
sum as a random variable, the only dependence is that the random variables add up to n. By construction
(i.e. Definition 3.3), number of nonzeros per column of Xjbin is statistically identical to that of B. We next
argue that nonzero support of each column is chosen uniformly at random to conclude. This follows from the
fact that Xjbin has i.i.d. columns. Since rows of X are i.i.d., the samples that lie on a particular quantile (of
size nnz(Xjbin;∶,i)) of the empirical distribution is chosen uniformly at random hence the nonzero support of
that column is uniformly random.
E.3 Analysis of Regular Binning
In this section, we provide an analysis of the Regular Binning strategy. First, in the light of Theorem E.3, we
describe the statistical properties of Regular Binning matrix. Using the same argument, assuming Assumption
3.1 holds, a Regular Binning matrix satisfies
• Nonzero pattern of each column is chosen uniformly at random.
• Columns in the same feature submatrix Xjbin have non-overlapping patterns.
• Columns from different feature groups (Xjbin,X
k
bin where j ≠ k) are independent.
With this observations, the idea of the proof is approximating the Binomial Binning matrix with a Regular
Binning matrix. We first have the following result on restricted smoothness / strong convexity of constraint
set C defined in (3.1).
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Theorem E.4 Let C be the set defined at (3.1). Let G be the set of sG group sparse vectors and A and B be
two matrices of size Rn×pbin . Let Sn−1 be the unit `2 sphere. We have the relations
min
v∈C∩Sn−1 ∥Av∥`2 ≥ minv∈C∩Sn−1 ∥Bv∥`2 − maxv∈G∩Sn−1 ∥(A −B)v∥`2 , (E.1)
max
v∈C∩Sn−1 ∥Av∥`2 ≥ maxv∈C∩Sn−1 ∥Bv∥`2 − maxv∈G∩Sn−1 ∥(A −B)v∥`2 . (E.2)
Proof We prove (E.1). Proof of the second statement is identical. The main idea is the fact that C ⊂ G.
Consequently, for any v ∈ C,
min
v∈C∩Sn−1 ∥Av∥`2 ≥ minv∈C∩Sn−1(∥Bv∥`2 − ∥(A −B)v∥`2) ≥ minv∈C∩Sn−1 ∥Bv∥`2 − maxv∈G∩Sn−1 ∥(A −B)v∥`2 .
Our next theorem approximates the spectral norms (denoted ∥ ⋅ ∥) of submatrices of Regular Binning in
terms of that of Binomial Binning and shows that Regular Binning matrices enjoys good restricted gradient
correlation bounds over set C
Theorem E.5 Let G be the set of sG group sparse vectors. Let S be a Binomial Binning matrix. Then, with
probability 1 − p−10bin , there exists B such that B is statistically identical to a Regular Binning matrix and
satisfies
max
v∈G∩Sn−1 ∥(B −S)v∥`2 ≤ c(s2G log pbinmaxj bj/n)1/4.
Proof Given S, we construct B by constructing Bj from Sj for all j ≤ p. Fix the column block j. Create
sets S+ and S− which are the sets of columns of Sj with number of nonzeros more than and less than n/bj
respectively. Let supp() return the nonzero support of a vector/matrix. For a column c ∈ S+, set supp(Bj∶,c)
to be uniformly random subset of the supp(Sj∶,c) of size n/bj . Let E+ be the excess nonzero coordinates that
is given by
E+ = ⋃
c∈S+ supp(Sj∶,c) − supp(Bj∶,c).
Next, we construct B over S− as follows. For any c ∈ S−, cth column obeys supp(Bj∶,c) ⊃ supp(Sj∶,c).
Observe that supp(Bj∶,c) is missing n/bj − supp(Sj∶,c) coordinates. We pick these coordinates uniformly at
random from the set E+ for each c ∈ S−. It can be shown that this construction of B results in Regular
Binning matrix because it is ignorant of the permutation of the nonzero assignments.
With this construction, we will proceed with the analysis of the spectral norm ∥ ⋅∥. First definingD =B−S,
observe that supports of columns of Dj = Bj − Sj over S+ and over S− are nonoverlapping which means
individually Dj∶,S+ and Dj∶,S− have orthogonal columns. Hence, the spectral norm of each one is simply the
column with the largest `2 norm. Two estimate this, we shall bound the number of nonzeros of each column.
This can be done by using a Chernoff bound as follows. nnz(Sj∶,c) is sum of n independent Bernoulli’s with
mean b−1j . Hence the mean is n/bj . Subtracting the overlap with Bj∶,c corresponds to studying the deviation
of the sum from its mean as nnz(Bj∶,c) = n/bj . Consequently, applying Chernoff bound, for any j, c pair,
Pr(nnz(Dj∶,c) ≥ εn/bj) ≤ exp(−ε2b−1j n/4).
Setting ε = C√log pbinbj/n for some constant C > 0, and union bounding over all pbin columns of D, we
obtain that with probability 1 − p−10bin , nnz(Dj∶,c) ≤ C√n/bj log pbin is satisfied for all j, c.
This implies that, with column length normalization
√
n/bj , we obtain that for all columns c obey,
∥Dj∶,c∥`2 = √bj/n√nnz(Dj∶,c) ≤ C(log pbinbj/n)1/4.
Consequently ∥Dj∥ ≤ ∥Dj∶,S−∥+∥Dj∶,S−∥ ≤ 2C(log pbinbj/n)1/4. This provides spectral norm control of individual
submatrices Dj . We are interested in arbitrary sG size concatenation of them. From Lemma E.6 spectral
norm of the concatenation of sG matrices scales as
√
sG.
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Using the spectral norm upper bound
√
sG2C(log pbinbj/n)1/4 on the sG-size block submatrices of D, for
any sG group sparse vector unit length x
∥Dx∥`2 ≤ 2C√sG(log pbinmax
j
bj/n)1/4
which is the advertised bound.
Lemma E.6 Let A = [A1 . . . As] be a concatenation of s matrices. We have that
∥A∥ ≤ √smax
i
∥Ai∥.
Proof Let x = [x1 . . . xs]. We have that ∥Ax∥`2 ≤ ∑i ∥Aixi∥`2 ≤ ∑i ∥Ai∥∥xi∥`2 ≤maxi ∥Ai∥√s.
F Proof of Theorem 5.1
Proof Assume Xbin is Regular Binning with randomly flipped signs and S is sparse JL matrix described
in the theorem. Given unit `2 norm x and an integer ` ≥ 1, first, let us find a good representation for(∥Sx∥2`2 − 1)` (identically (∥Xbinx∥2`2 − 1)`). Observe that∥Sx∥2`2 − 1 =∑
i
(∑
j
sijxj)2 − 1 =∑
i
∑
j1,j2
sij1sij2xj1xj2 − 1 (F.1)
= (∑
i
∑
j1≠j2 sij1sij2xj1xj2) +∑i ∑j s2ijx2j − 1 (F.2)=∑
i
∑
j1≠j2 sij1sij2xj1xj2 . (F.3)
This immediately implies that
E[(∥Sx∥2`2 − 1)`] = E[(∑
i
∑
j1≠j2 sij1sij2xj1xj2)`].
Consequently, we shall focus on analyzing the right hand side by expanding it.
(∑
i
∑
j1≠j2 sij1sij2xj1xj2)` =∑⎛⎝ ∏ik,j1k≠j2k,1≤k≤`sikj1ksikj2kxj1kxj2k⎞⎠ . (F.4)
We need to investigate the product on the right hand side (F.4). Each ∏ term inside the overall sum is
multiplication of multiple sij ,xj terms. We first show that, the expectation of the each ∏ term is nonnegative
given ik, j1k ≠ j2k,1 ≤ k ≤ `. Suppose the expectation is nonzero. In this case, observe that each sikj1k has to
be picked even many times. Otherwise sikj1k multiplier will result in zero expectation since it has random
sign (scaled ±1 random variable). Given that each sikj1k has even power, xj1k has even power as well. Hence,
the multiplier of ∏ term containing the x terms is nonnegative. Hence, the nonnegativity boils down to the
nonnegativity of
∏
ik,j1k≠j2k,1≤k≤`sikj1ksikj2k . (F.5)
Again, since sikj1k has even powers and nonzero, (F.5) is strictly positive. Hence, for any ∏ term with
nonzero expectation, all terms have even powers and the expectation of the ∏ term as well as the right hand
side of (F.4) is nonnegative.
For the case ` = 2, the nonnegative sij multipliers in ∏ are in the form s2ijs2kl. Below, we show that Xbin
has less number of positive terms in the form (F.5) compared to S.
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• When j and l belong to different features (i.e. j, l corresponds to features j′, l′ where j′ ≠ l′ so that
columns j and l are chosen from different submatrices Sj
′
and Sl
′
): Xbin and S has the same expectation,
as the columns of Xbin corresponding to different features are independent.
• When j = l belong to the same feature, E[s2ijs2kj] term is same as well, as each column of Xbin and S
have nonzero support chosen uniformly at random of size s.
• Finally, if j ≠ l but j and l belong to the same feature, by construction for Xbin, E[s2ijs2kj] = 0 since
nonzero supports are non-overlapping. Whereas for S, we have E[s2ijs2kj] = E[s2ij]E[s2kj] = n−2.
Hence, Xbin has better or equal ` = 2 moment compared to S. Strict inequality occurs if the vector x contains
at least two nonzero values corresponding to same feature (nnz(xj) > 1 for some j) since for that vector, S
will have an additional strictly positive moment term.
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